PRESS RELEASE:
LF BiOenergy partners with New York Dairy Farm Family and Martin Energy
Group Services to convert cow manure to natural gas.
February 10, 2022: LF BiOenergy (LF), Martin Energy Group, and Martin Construction
Resource (Martin) are working together with dairy farm families throughout New York to
design and construct renewable natural gas (RNG) facilities using the collection of cow
manure from farms. The first project will begin groundbreaking in March 2022. It is a
partnership with one of the largest dairy farms in St. Lawrence County, developing a
showcase RNG facility. Commercial operation is expected early 2023, with an annual
production in excess of 110,000 dekatherms at steady state.
LF BiOenergy has similar advanced partnerships with farmers throughout the United
States to convert methane from dairy cows into natural gas. Avoidance of methane into
the atmosphere is an important goal for dairy farmers and one that LF and Martin work
together to decrease the greenhouse gas that contributes to global warming.
LF BiOenergy builds a “Farmers First” project approach while improving manure
management challenges, alongside Martin Energy Group Services who provide custom
solutions for complex energy needs. A “win, win” solution for the environment.
“The farmers’ dedication to improving the environment and taking proactive steps to
reduce carbon emissions are exemplary,” said representatives from Martin and LF.
LF Bioenergy is an emerging leader in the development, construction, and operation of
renewable natural gas (RNG) production facilities across the United States. LF’s RNG
facilities help agricultural, industrial, and food processing companies reduce
greenhouse gas emissions through the production of RNG from organic waste streams.
Martin Energy Group and Martin Construction Resource are a complete solutions
provider for generator packages, combined heat and power (CHP) systems, microgrids,
anaerobic digester design & construction, and RNG upgrading. Its services include
design, engineering, comprehensive construction solutions, consultation, procurement,
and construction services.
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